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Some Press Opinions of 
LIMANORA 

on its first appearance 

SCOTSMAN. ' ••• imagined with a fine, large philo
sophical outlook upon the possibility of humanity,and 
it is both consistently and persuasively described •••• ' 

. REVIEW OF REVIEWS. 'Limanora will immedi
ately entrance all thinking people who are interested 
in modern science a.nd development.' 

ADELAIDE REGISTER. ' ••• He reminds one 
sometimes of Wells, sometimes of Samuel Butler, and 
sometimes ofSwift ••• .' 

BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE. ' ••• The author 
displays a very complete education and a philosophy 
which has the rare quality of combining scientific 
profundity with a powerful if sedate imagination. In 
its details it is as scientific as, say, The Descent of 
Man or Emile •••• In the kindred subjects of Educa
tion and atavism Mr. Sweven is in advance of Darwin 
and Rousseau as a thinker! 

DR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE. ' ••• A very 
remarkable work ..• ! 

MONSIEUR CAMILLE FLAM MARION.' ••• Le 
beau livre, Limanora • •• .' 
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PREFACE 

IT was long before our strange guest could be induced 
to continue his narrative. He bad seemed to hesi

tate as be approached the close of his sojourn in the 
outer islets of the archipelago. He several times post
poned the story of his exit from it in the projectile. 
And for months be left his history banging in air, and 
the strange coffin in which be had been confined exe
cuting its parabola from his yacht. 

There was some excuse for his delay, for the winter 
had fled, and the birds and the flowering trees around 
us gloried again in song and colour. He grew restless 
as the days lengthened, and could not bear t~ settle in 
our shelter by the fiord. All that we saw of him for 
months was his occasional flight from precipice to 
precipice above the sombre green of the bush. It was 
as easy for him to flit from knoll to knoll as it was for 
us to leap a ditch. ·He bad regained his old bird-like 
gait, that to us was noiseless. What he fed on came to 
be a puzzle, for he seldom joined us 11ow in our meals; 
and the old semi-transparency came into his face. 

\Veeks and weeks together none of us would see 
him. Where be went we knew not, nor had we the 
heart to follow him and trace his whereabouts. Now 
and again he would join one or another of us at our 
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IV Preface 

work, and indicate the direction in which we should 
tunnel or dig for the richer layers of wash-dirt. His 
instinctive sense of the presence of gold beneath the 
surface of the earth seemed to us in our blind groping 
miraculous. \Ve never found him mistaken in his in
dications. But we felt it a kind of desecration to ask. 
him to condescend to such base and trivial pursuits as 
the research for wealth. At times his absence was so 
prolonged that we thought he had vanished back to 
the ring of mist, whence he had come. But a great 
storm always brought him to our huts again. 

The summer waned into autumn, and the days began 
to narrow down. Blasts from the south grew keener; 
and his flight from us was more circumscribed. \Ve 
saw him almost daily. \Vhen the winter nights began, 
he gave himself up again to memory. He drew to
wards us in sympathy, and there were in his narrative 
fewer and fewer reserves. His English became fuller 
and more exact, though time and again he stumbled 
over thoughts too subtle to transfuse into so rough and 
materialistic a language. Our own interpretations of 
his descriptions must often have been mistaken, we are 
certain, and many passages we have had to omit be
cause of manifest ambiguity or mistiness of expression. 

GoDFREY SwEVEN. 
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GLOSSARY 

AILOl\IO-The astrobiological families. 
AIROLAN-A sensometer, or instrument for finding the per

sonal equation of a man. 
ALCLIROLAN-Radiographic cinematograph; an instrument 

combining microscope, camera in vacuo, and electric 
power. 

ALFARENE-Oxygen shrub. 
AMMERLIN-Historoscope. 
CIRALAISON-Museum of terrors. 
CLEVAMOLAN-Combination of telescope and makrakoust, or 

distance-bearer. 
CLIMOLAN-Earth-sensor. 
CLIROLAN-Instrument that combines electro-microscopy and 

photography. 
CLIROLANIC-Infinitesimally microscopic. 
CoRFALEENA-Vacuum-engine car. 
DOOMALONA-The hill of farewells. 
DUOMOVAMOLAN-Instrument that interprets the music of the 

cosmos. 
ERFALEENA-Anti-gravitation :Bight-car. 
FALEENA-Ship of the air. 
FARFALEENA-Electric faleena. 
F AROSAN -Aroma-recorder. 
FIALUME-The valley of memories. 
FlLAMMU-The will-telegraph. 
FIRLA--:-The electric sense. 
FIRLALAIN-The firlamaic department of Oomalefa. 
FIRLAMAI-The arts of the electric sense. 
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Vlll Glossary 

FIRLAMAIC-Belonging to the arts of the firla. 
FIRLAMAN-A musical instrument that appeals to the firla. 
FLORAMO-The botanical families. 
FLORONAL-The tree of life. 
FRALOOMIAMo-The families of pioneers that imagine and 

represent the distant future. 
GERMABELL-A tree with fruit that makes the muscles and 

cartilage more elastic. 
lDLUMIAN-Electric steriliser. 
IDROLAN-Observer and magnifier of electric impulses. 
lDROLINASAN-Machine-reporter of the thoughts and feelings 

and words of an assembly. 
lDROSAN-Recorder of electric impulses and sensations. 
lDROVAMOLAN-Instrument for at once seeing and hearing at 

great distances. 
lLARIME-Edifice devoted to the arts of smell, taste, and sound 

combined. 
IMANORA-Centennial review ofthe civilisation and its progress. 
lMA'tARAN-The focusser of history. 
INAMAR.=_Instrument for splitting up light into its constituents. 
INASAN-Recorder ofluminous impressions. 
!NOLAN-Measurer of light. 
!RELIUM-Irridescent metal applicable to all manner of purposes 

by the Limanorans. 
LABRAMOR-Alloy of irelium that sponges up and retains 

electricity. 
LABROLAN-Instrument for drawing electricity from the air 

and the clouds. 
LA VIDROLAN-Camera-telescope. 
LAVOLAN-Revealer of the inner tissues and mechanism. 
LEOMARIE-The science and art of earth-seeing. 
LEoMo-The families of earth-seers. 
LEOMORAN-The earth-perforator. 
LEN'tA-The minutest division oftime in Limanora. 
LILAMO-The families that watch the secunty ofthe island. 
LILARAN-The storm-cone. 
LILARIE:-The science and art of island-security. 
LINAMAR-The analyst of sounds. 
LINASAN-Recorder and reproducer of sounds. 



Glossary lX 

LINOKLAR-Spectroscopic analyst and recorder of vapours. 
LoOMIAMo-Families of pioneers who imagine and represent 

the links that connect the present with the distant future. 
LooMIEFA-The theatre of futurition. 
1\IANORA-Decennial review of the progress made by the people. 
1\IARGOL-Electric instrument for blending or reducing the 

strength of perfumes, flavours, and sounds. 
1\IINELLA-Edifice for formula-machines. 
1\IIRLAN-Life-lamp for revealing and recording internal pro-

cesses for the use of the eye, the ear, and the electric sense. 
MOLTA-The Limanoran measure of infinitesimal length. 
MoN ALAN-Electrical distance-analyst. 
MoRNALAN-Time-telescope. 
N A ROLLA-Dream-stimulants. 
OoARAN-Psychometer. 
OoAROMO-Psycho-physiological families. 
OOLORAN-The sonarchitect. 
OOLOREFA-The hall of sonarchitecture. 
OOMAI.EFA-Halls of nutrition and medication. 
OOROLAN-Instrument for transforming form and colour into 

melody. 
PIRAKNO-Machine for drawing electricity from space. 
PIRAMO-The meteorological families. 
RIMLA-The centre of force. 
SALOSAN-Tbe gustagraph. 
SARIFOLAN-Instrument that interprets for sight, hearing, and 

the electric sense the graphic records of the mirlan. 
SARMOLAN-Cosmic barometer. 
SIDRALAN-Biometer. 
SIDRALMO-Bio-chemical families. 
SIDRAMO-The chemical families. 
TERRALONA-Tbe edifice of outlook into heaven and hell. 
TmNAMAR-Visualiser of sound. 
TIRLEOMORAN-Electric earth-perforator. 
TREMOLAN-Electric clock indicating the changes of electricity 

in various parts of the island. 
TREVAMOLAN-Graduated modifier of sound. 
VAMOLAN-Makro-mikrakoust. 
VIMOLAN-Pboto-electric analyser. 


